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GOALS & OBJECTIVES

Modern Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) require
complex wireless communication networks to
efficiently transport sensor data to end-users.
Wireless communication is often taken for granted
and expected to work as advertised all the time.
Dynamic airborne environments add system
complexity. Further challenges arise when working
with UAS, removing the human from the cockpit.
Systems are designed with network communication
capacity buffer, reducing risk but increasing cost.
What if there is a better way to transmit data from
UAS and optimize utilization of the link capacity?
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DATA & ANALYSIS
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We worked with AFRL to fly relevant UAS flights.
We sent data through the network, recording
throughput, latency, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
We tested with omnidirectional and directional
antennae types with different power levels to
record RF behavioral data under various settings,
and characterized the network communication.
Network analysis shows high variability in the
network performance (examples shown below).

Characterize and analyze relevant UAS
communication networking systems through
collection and analysis of real-world flight test
data and relevant simulations.
Emulate the network in software, testing different
sensor data transmission algorithms (Video, SAR,
and expandable to additional sensors).
Evaluate missions with varying scenarios and
sensor types/data, relying on flexible and
adaptable metrics for grading the mission.
Improve sensor communication end-to-end
applications through dynamic algorithm
modifications that optimize mission scenarios.
Enable new applications that operate beyond
wireless communication specifications and adapt
to the environment and user needs.

METHODOLOGY
Collect System
Networking
Data in
Relevant
Environment

•High Fidelity (1 Hz)
•Latency
•Throughput
• Position and Orientation
•Signal-To-Noise Ratio (SNR)

Analyze,
Characterize,
and Emulate
the Network
Data

•Analyze and characterize network
based on time, location, and
orientation of the UAS
•Develop model to create more
relevant synthetic traces
•Emulate in software

Test and
Improve
Sensor Data
Transmission
Algorithms

•Baseline existing
algorithms
•Utilize different sensor
data requirements and
mission scenarios
•Modify to utilize
knowledge of network
and relevant
environment
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Our testing baselined modern commercial Adaptive
Bit Rate (ABR) video streaming performance.
We developed Proteus, a new video streaming
algorithm that takes advantage of UAS flight path
to optimize sensor data network communication.
Proteus significantly improves upon state-of-the-art
commercial ABR (MPC) with higher Quality of
Experience (QoE) – shown in figure above.
We also moved to test multi-sensor SAR + Video
sensor data applications with promising results.
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We completed work on (i) flight communication
network data collection and characterization and (ii)
optimization of single platform / single sensor
mission optimization in varying environments
reaching to the edge of connectivity and improved
upon state-of-the-art commercial algorithms.
Current and future work focuses on (i) multi-sensor
dynamic mission scenarios in varying environments,
and (ii) adding state-of-the-art future network
communication protocols to our system and analysis.
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